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Kari and Potter — Editors’ Introduction
p. 9 spelling: Turcologist
p. 12 spelling: configuration
• p. 13 added scientific names: Oncorhynchus tshawytscha, Lota lota
p. 16 penultimate paragraph, line 5: Deleted duplication of “perspective”
p. 17 spelling: Yeniseian
p. 19 in extract, deleted hyphen: agreement
p. 20 second full paragraph, last sentence, inserted “for” and added hyphen: for Yeniseian-specific reasons
p. 21 spelling: Yurok
p. 22 spelling in Dul’zon references: Pedagogical
spelling in Dul’zon 1952: iikh jazyk changed to i ikh jazyk
p. 24 spelling in Perego et al.: 2009 — routes
spelling in Vajda 2009: Berlin

Comrie — The Dene-Yeniseian Hypothesis: An Introduction
p. 31 fourth line from end — removed link: http://saa.org/…, and added see sources cited in Potter this volume.

Vajda — A Siberian Link with Na-Dene Languages
• p. 39 Table 9, deleted third cell from right: stative
• p. 72 last full paragraph, revised sentence: In the remaining languages, such as Ahtna, Denaina, and Koyukon and the Athabaskan languages of California, glottalized obstruent codas were either retained or lost without triggering any compensatory tonal contrast at all.
p. 89 last line, spelling: explanation
p. 97 updated archive link in Krauss 1970, Eyak Dictionary

Vajda — Yeniseian, Na-Dene, and Historical Linguistics
p. 106 spelling: genetically
p. 113 first line, inserted “of”: (in support of)
second full paragraph, inserted “to”: (want others to)

Potter — Archaeological Patterning in Northeast Asia and Northwest North America: An Examination of the Dene-Yeniseian Hypothesis
p. 164 Mochanov 1969a, spelling: Anthropology

Leer — The Palatal Series in Athabascan-Eyak-Tlingit, with an Overview of the Basic Sound Correspondences
• p. 187 set 65b, revisions: Ahtna =tE, Denaina =shla
p. 191 change Krauss 1970 dictionary link to match link in Vajda Link paper
The Dene-Yeniseian Connection

p. 192  lines 7 and 8, revision: For Eyak, Krauss 1970. For Tlingit, sources are . . .

Kari — The Concept of Geolinguistic Conservatism in Na-Dene Prehistory
p. 195  spelling of language
p. 197  spelling of probable
p. 211  insert hyphen: non-cognate
p. 212  paragraph (b), deleted duplicate clause: another mark of conservatism within Athabascan.
p. 218  last paragraph, changed date: August 2005 to May 2007

Ives, Rice, and Vajda — Dene-Yeniseian and Processes of Deep Change in Kin Terminologies
• p. 246  paragraph 2, line 5, spelling: Hupa –q’is

Hamp — On the First Substantial Trans-Bering Language Comparison
p. 286  footnote 7, capitalization: Ōnge
p. 289  fourth paragraph, spelling: statistical
p. 290  Table 2, spelling: Browning > Brownian
p. 293  fourth paragraph, spelling: Strait
p. 295  inserted at end of paragraph preceding Section 7.0 headline: (Rumsey 1989, esp. 251)
p. 296  in Blevens 2007, capitalization: Ōnge
p. 297  put Tamura 2000 reference on separate line
p. 298  Werner 1998, spelling: Kandidatskoj

Fortescue — Yeniseian: Siberian Intruder or Remnant?
 p. 314  line 8, spelling: Yeniseian

de Reuse — Dene-Yeniseian, Phonological Substrata, and Substratic Place Names
• p. 321  paragraph 2, revised sentence: Now, Hinton (1985) in a thorough study of Yuman /r/ and surrounding languages in the Southwest, does not mention any r-like sounds in Apachean, probably because the published literature only mentions them once (Greenfeld 1978:152), for Western Apache, before my own fieldwork and philological research on all Apachean languages.

Ives — Dene-Yeniseian, Migration, and Prehistory
p. 329  second paragraph, inserted clause after “ASTt material culture as it entered northwestern North America” : as explored by Dumond (this volume).
p. 330  fourth paragraph, deleted “a”; with fission leading to [a] small groups
p. 331  second paragraph, line 8, revision: — We propose changed to I propose

Dumond — The Dene Arrival in Alaska
Not changed: Dumond’s spelling preference for Yenesiean
p. 342  last paragraph, line 4, spelling: Continuity

Appendix A, Orthographic Conventions for Yeniseian and Na-Dene
• p. 349  Table 5, added text: . . . are written by Vajda without diacritics; but cf. Comrie, this vol. p. 28, ex 5 sūl ‘hand sled’.
p. 350  last paragraph, spelling: voiceless
p. 353  Table 9C, spelling: vowels
p. 357  third line from end, deletion: IPA
p. 359  in Starostin 1982, spelling: enisejskikh
in Young and Morgan 1987, spelling: Dictionary